
Anleitung für selbst kreierten Schmuck im Frühling!
Instructions No. 562
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 15 Minutes

You can make beautiful iridescent jewellery yourself very quickly and
easily.

Here's
how it works 

Bracelet

Cut a piece of the spiral Bracelet-spring about 1, 45m long.

Bend the end of the wire twice round and wind it up alternately with a pin
Acrylic-bead and then with two eyelets. In this way all the colours are-
Bracelet threaded in a sequence onto the spiral. Bend the end of the wire
twice like at the beginning.

Spiral neck bracelet:

Unscrew the collar ball, Acrylic-Bugle beads and take turns stringing up
Eyelets. Screw the metal ball back on and fasten the leather strap in the
middle. To finish the pendant, put on the beads Acrylic-and eyelets and knot
the leather cord.

Oval pendants:

For the pendant, bend a longer form with eyelets out of 2 mm thick aluminium wire, then wrap one side tightly with enamelled copper wire.

Wind a pin bead and tightly wrap the wire on the second side.

Repeat this 4 times alternately.

Pull the leather strap through the eyelet and close the ends with an overhand knot.

Cut the second leather strap in the middle, put the two halves together and knot them on the second eyelet. Thread the 4 leather bands with beads and
eyelets and knot the leather band.

Round pendants

For the trailer, bend a round shape out of 2 mm thick aluminium wire, bend the projection by 90 degrees and turn it to the eyelet, then wrap the ends as
tightly as possible with the enamelled copper wire.

Form 2 spirals from the aluminium wire; hold the aluminium wire in the middle with the round nose pliers and turn the first small spiral from the inside
outwards, then form the second spiral from Starting at the end of the wire. Connect the two Wire forms together and fix it with enamelled copper wire into
the round shape.

In several steps thread Acrylic-beads and eyelets and fix them to the spirals.

At the end pull the leather strap through the eyelet and close the ends with an overhand knot.

Creoles

Cut the aluminium wire to the same length and form two spirals

Then fasten the spirals and Creoles with enamelled copper wire.



Article number Article name Qty
970014 VBS Assortment of pliers, set of 3 0
650670 Leather strap, square 1
650656-70 Leather strap round, Ø 1 mmBlack 1
671620-02 Enamelled copper wireSilver coloured 1
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